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✗ *Monitor the network traffic* ✗ *Control the
audio player* ✗ *Monitor the battery status* ✗
*Monitor the CPU, RAM and disk usage* ✗
*Access frequently used applications* ✗ *Take
notes* ✗ *Stay up to date with the latest news*
✗ *View the weather forecast* ✗ *Access
Gmail, Facebook or Twitter* ✗ *Control the
heat or cooling* ✗ *Use the scanner* ✗ *Listen
to the world news* ✗ *Display the current time*
✗ *Control the lock screen* ✗ *Use the
calculator* ✗ *Use the LED light* ✗ *Enable or
disable notifications* ✗ *Control the Wi-Fi
password* ✗ *Monitor the Wi-Fi network* ✗
*Monitor device health* ✗ *Monitor the
trackpad* ✗ *Monitor the keyboard* ✗
*Monitor the lid* ✗ *Use the mouse* ✗ *Use
the camera* Rainify can use just about any
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module you can find on the web. There's not a
lot of documentation available as it's an add-on
for Rainmeter. Quick Notes: Screenshots:
Download Link: Help: The Reading Trolley is a
delightfully simple application with the main
objective of providing users the ability to read
and interact with the web while they are on the
go. The application is intended for those who
like to browse the web while in transit, and in
particular, while on the train. The main
objective is to provide a more pleasurable
browsing experience on the mobile web, as
opposed to a clunky app. The application is
designed to mimic the behaviour of a physical
trolley which moves along the tracks on the
internet, and so it is meant to be a floating,
interactive and intuitive control of the user’s
web browsing experience. The application can
browse virtually any website, be it for news,
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- Monitor CPU, RAM, network, disk, battery
status and weather - stay up to date with the
latest news using the feed reader - access
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Gmail, Opera,
iTunes or other mail clients - the application
supports all major browsers and monitors the
window sizes and number of tabs (up to 10) -
optionally view detailed information about the
system or quickly access frequently used
applications - the application can monitor any
application by starting the application's installer
and automatically collecting information about
that application, including the latest version
information - view the full history of actions
performed on an application - optionally bring
back any running application to the front -
install and uninstall applications, create
shortcuts or scripts and move applications to the
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Favorites - optionally adjust the font and font
size - optionally adjust the application icon's
color - optionally display the weather forecast -
optionally display your "Last Activity" on
selected applications - optionally mark selected
applications as read (red dot) - add external
gadgets to the Rainify gadget list - optionally
add gadgets to the Rainify bottom panel - easily
move gadgets between panels - easily remove
gadgets from panels - optionally display the
quick launch or "Hamburger" menu - optionally
display the application menu Quick Notes
Slideshow Quick Notes Slideshow Description:
Quick Notes Slideshow is a totally free
application for taking notes and presentations
from the web. Quick Notes Slideshow supports
over 800+ blog software and cloud services, and
will give you a professional looking template for
you. After you create your draft, you can use it
as a slide show to share your notes and ideas
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with your friends, family, colleagues, etc. Quick
Notes Slideshow Features: - Support over 800+
blogging and presentation services, including
WordPress, Google, Google Docs, Google
Drive, Sketch, Flickr, Twitter, Youtube,
SoundCloud, TED Talks, Google Sites,
Evernote, Buzzfeed, SmugMug, Gmail,
Blogspot, LiveJournal, Tumblr, StumbleUpon,
Wistia, Sheets, Vimeo, and more. It's the most
comprehensive notes tool! - Create a
professional looking slideshows using your
already draft notes, or start a new slideshows
with your new draft notes, then export them to
flash or HTML5. You can also upload videos to
your slideshows, and it will record your
presentation automatically. - View and edit the
template of the slideshows. The template can be
customized from the sidebar. - Includes useful
"pre-filled" functions, including To-
a69d392a70
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Show all the system information on the taskbar.
Monitor network traffic in real time. Monitor
CPU, RAM, battery. Keep informed with
weather forecast. Control the system easily.
View the news from various news sources. Keep
in touch with your friends & family through
Facebook & Twitter. See the current Facebook
or Twitter updates. Easily view Gmail,
Facebook or Twitter updates on the taskbar.
Easily manage the audio player from Rainify.
Monitor the audio source in real time.
System manager. Secure system administration.
Do not close windows. Quickly access Google,
Facebook or Twitter. Other useful features. -
Stay up to date with the news. - See the
latest note. - See the system or application's
CPU, RAM and Disk usage. - Stay informed
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about weather forecast. - Control the system
easily. - Manage the audio player with ease. -
See the system or application's current state. -
Keep informed about Gmail, Facebook or
Twitter. - Access to Facebook or Twitter's
updates. - Stay up to date with the latest
football news. - Control the volume of all your
devices. - Monitor the audio source in real time.
- See the system or application's RAM usage. -
Quickly access Gmail, Facebook or Twitter. -
See the system's or application's current state. -
See the system's or application's disk usage. -
See the system or application's battery level. -
See system's I/O usage. - See system's network
traffic. - Easily view the current network traffic.
- Easily monitor the network connection to see
detailed connection information. - Easily
Monitor the battery charge level. - Monitor
network traffic in real time. - Monitor CPU,
RAM, battery. - Keep informed with weather
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forecast. - Control the system easily. - See the
system's or application's current state. - See the
system's or application's disk usage. - See the
system's or application's CPU usage. - See the
system's or application's RAM usage. - Keep
informed about Gmail, Facebook or Twitter. -
Access to Facebook or Twitter's updates. -
Access to Gmail's/Facebook's/Twitter's updates.
- See system's I/O usage. - Control the volume
of all the devices. - See system

What's New in the Rainify?

* Take notes, schedules, to-do lists and your
own personal gazette with Rainify * Control the
music you listen to using the program installed *
Manage the time and access your favorite news
with the News Reader * Listen to the news using
the fetch channel * Access your favorite contact
and its information using the contact manager *
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Stay connected using the share feature *
Monitor the battery status and the network
bandwidth * Have the system perform a quick
self-check * Monitor the CPU and memory
usage * Remotely control the audio player * Get
the weather forecast * Check and reply to the
latest email with the mail client * Track the
latest information on Facebook, Twitter and
Google * Customize the skin you want to have *
Have full control of your system using the
Universal Settings * System status and
information, by monitoring the system *
Download the application and schedule your
windows to open at boot (User defined) *
Schedule your windows to open at boot (Up) *
Schedule Rainify to start at boot (On boot) *
Schedule Rainify to close when the system is
locked (On lock) * Schedule Rainify to close
when the system is locked (On idle) * Schedule
Rainify to close when the system is locked (On
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hibernate) * Schedule Rainify to start when the
system is locked (On sleep) * Schedule Rainify
to start when the system is locked (On Suspend)
* Schedule Rainify to start when the system is
locked (On resume) * Schedule Rainify to start
when the system is locked (On laptop lid close)
* Schedule Rainify to start when the system is
locked (On post suspend) * Schedule Rainify to
close when the system is locked (On resume) *
Schedule Rainify to close when the system is
locked (On suspend) * Schedule Rainify to close
when the system is locked (On hibernate) *
Schedule Rainify to close when the system is
locked (On rfkill) * Schedule Rainify to close
when the system is locked (On sleep) * Schedule
Rainify to close when the system is locked (On
sleep) * Schedule Rainify to close when the
system is locked (On suspend) * Schedule
Rainify to close when the system is locked (On
hibernate) * Schedule Rainify to close when the
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system is locked (On rfkill) * Schedule Rainify
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